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0 Prbgram eValuatldh tethddologies ae a family of-inveStigatory

strategieS which have heen develoPedAm redent:years in esponse t0.-the
. -

.. .

need for protedUreS:fdrIgenerating.reliabl!e information. 4 the capato
,

bilities of humaUSeiVI e .grams. Human serViCe programs in:generali
,

., ,

, ,;
!..

.... .

. . .

-and corrections progra in larticular, are intended to genertate.a variety
7 ,

.of: beneficial effects in the Cilent-e'le fOr wiAm they are/deSigned.
,

,

.,-,

Evaluative data is needed to appraise the'extent to which such programs
,

are capable of 'froduting th&se effects in reliabl!e fashion, and. to

4

detail/What is required in order to produce them. The Procedures are .

intended to be Used in Iterative fashion, so that by, a succession of

attempts.such programs can be moved over time in the direction of hi-

effect, lo-cost service Systems.

Experience With this family of procedures as they have evolved

, to date, howevgr, hAs discrosed multiple d iculties attendant upon ."

the4 use; doubt as to the validity bf the information which th91 generAte,

1,1bt;-
anAa'legitlimate questioning a's to the impact which the findings, have

41? ,

upon the upgrading and improvement of human service programs. 'Indeed,

it hasP become customary of late to enumerate the many problems with

which program evaluations have cote to be plagued, and these are often
N,

accompanied with warnings to the effect that the entire effort will
1

become discredited and the support of human service programs in the future

endangered, if these do not becoMe corrected.

Diagnoses as to ihe nature of the difiiculties are highly varied,

and correspor.iiigly suggestions for remedy are equally varied as well.

An insputTon f the current literature in human service program evaluation

serve to reveal that heterogeneity.
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..11oweVer, a number of critics of our coontemporaq proceddres ,,

. .
- ,

.
. . ik. - .

5 i
Aidentdfy the'fault as residing within the processeS of Agram development

. - ,,4 Ti

!
and evaluation which have come to be followed in theAilman service,,SeCto

.

e,.

et.
It is their- contention that the manner in which we have attempted to

._. _design, develop, test and operate innovative processes and prograMs ip -7

not one destined:to be particularly productive or successful in. producing

the kinds of client-programs which people need and_want.,' They note that

alternative strategies are available to those we currently employ.. Thremost

among these is the innovative process for program development and imple--
.

mentation which has been in estabti.shed use in industrial,.agricultural
0

military, and medical contexts. -The differences beiween what that

process can generate in the.way of results versus-those, which we currently

pursue in the human services area can be illustrated at the level of

concrete service delivery, viz. the human service agency.

We can begin with an hypothetic director of some human sexvice

program - which kind doesn't really matter. He or shetmight be the'

director of a Mental Health Center, head Of a Probation Department, Cr..°'

.someone in charge of a Services Agency. Let us suppoge that out

director is interested in upgrading andAmiirdVing the operation of-his

program or services in a variety of ways.. He needs to introduce some

innovations into his service system.

It occurs to him that something needs to be done about the secrethrial

°

.support system that serves his professionaljstaff, since it turns mit

that it is inevitably lagging behind in report preparation, and incapable

of keeping abreast of the work of the staff, despite a stable of hi-speed

typists. He needs greater productixity,-. eans of an alternative set

I

r



a.< ofprocedbres, but;at,no-agpreciable increase.in Costs . Conversion of

a segment of his secretarial system f6 A mag-card unit seems a possible

solution.

Contatt With a technical represent ive of a specialty firm can

put him in a position:to decide whether,or not the installation of such a

unit could be expected to upgrate the dellvery capabili of his agency;.

he can make such decisions because he s provided with An information base

for that purpose. The ;specialists with-whom he consults can inform him

in advance of the space requirements for such a unit, the nature of its

performance capability, or its durability, the personnel competencies which

,

are needed, its costs with regard o installation, maintenance, and operation,

and a way of estimating cost-sav . .j1e is .141..,,a position to make a go/no-go

decision'? If he makes the decision,to proaed; technical representation
. 0

. will then provick: equipment in,place,'manUals fOr its operation and
,

4

4)rocedures for,its use, specificatrons for its management and security,

a record systemlor data collection and analysig so thaV'the.agency

director. can audit.the performance'of the unit along With the cost of its
,

ration, a training package fc,r technicians; Supervised trial operations

-
trtImeds up to a floor specification, a set of procedures in order to

'-forestall and correct for the degradation_o_S:khe service sygtem over time,

availability of continuing technical assistance, monitoring; and repair,

and acontractual'agrpement specifying What'iwill be provided. Our service

'manager may,not have 4 detailed pnderstanding of how all of this copld
4

have Come about; but he does,know that whatever the procesg was, he and

.his agenCy are equipped with all of the means needed to activate the
°

newitechnology intq his service agenCy and take it productive. He also

knows that he and his' secretaries could not have designed,; developed,



,

and.tested such a s themselves, 6.fenwith a federal grant Intended,
,-.

to promote the introdtion of innoVative programs and procedUres into
i

ah,agency'such as he has. FinallY, he knows that:hav,ing been apered 'such
r

,

a taskof innovatinga new,technology, he and his, staff can focus upon their

0'

principal miSsion, which i4 that of providing Sertrices to,their clientele

.4:0

Suppose he now turns to his' serviCe programs themselves. He knows

that technical improvetents need to be introduced here-as well. There- .

are alcoholic patients with whom current services do not succeed, or

adjudicated delinquents*whoSe needs appear to bewilder his stdff: or0

. abusive parents for whom no serviCes are currently being performed. How

is our director to proceed in these instances? If he does not already

1,1K know,.he very quicklY discovers that the situation here is very different .

t

He.wil.14garn of multiple alternative programs.froM other agenCy, directors,

from (perusal of the program literature, or from conversations with'

ConsUltants of one sort or,another, but it will be difficult for him to

ehobse from among them because he will have no,qedr idea what the.

-
technical capabilities of most,of these programs actually are. The

programs and procedures which he inspects and fromAlhich he may endeacir to

choose are-in a comparatively crude stage of CleVelopment, and the way in

.which their-development has been attempted has not been such a.S1. to generate
.

the kinds of information he needs twhave in orde to make an .effective

decision. He will-have no clear fix on what kinds of p'ersonnel-are required

to implement them, no adequate documentation aa to just what the procedures

can do in terms of their range of applicability, their success/failure

ratios, or,indieations with respect to deleterious side-effects; no clear

Idea of costs, no way to monitor the implementation, no ready mechanisms by

which to effect ear-end:Cost and performance accounting, and on and on it goes.
,
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With ajew jthe programs be will discovet ttat some evaluative'

testing will have been dOne. But, the information generated"by 'such'"
0,

evaluative studies will upon pldse inspection prove to be extreme117

scant, stemming from th t. innumerOle compromises Vlich the evaluate:Ts Were

forced to make as to the variety of information they pould collect, and'

the procedures they CoUld employ in order to collect it.

And yet circUmstances call for a selection to be made, and thus

our service director will be led to making some sort of choice on other
w

than solid informa ional grounds: he may.chooSe whichever program-

sequences appear to be consistent with his own ideological persuasion,

or which are acceptable to his staff; he may respond to the rhetoric pf

.some program-advocates as posed to others; he may ,select in terms of

curreht popularity or professipnal consensus; or he can set aside time,

money, and personnel from the day-to-day task of providing for clients in

need, in drder to ccInceive, design, develop, implement, and seek to

evaluate a program of their own, and applying for grant support for the

purpose: Although there appears to ife a'pertain amount of prestige

associated with being awarded such a grant since to mari it looks like an.

endorsement of the worth of an agency and seems to add fesources to

that portion o the service sector, at the same time it will prove ,to be
-

a mixed blessing at best.and a seriCals disruption of the program of

services of his agency at worst; and the evaluation componentAihich.is

inciuded, sufficient perhaps to produce a_grant award, will prove no -

more adequate in generating. hard inforamtion of a comprehensive:and detailed

sort.than those evaluative studies he had earlier reviex.ied.,



How'is it that we have such.a marked constrastlktween what our

service manager can do in the way of upgrad.ing and improving proceduresAm
.

one sphere as opposed to the other? A quick answer might be that he is

dealing with-very different sets.of things = devices and'machines On the
.1

'one_hand, and people endeavoring to help other people on the other; or

one might observe that efforts to introduce technical sophistication.j.nto

human service programs is a relatively recent development and we are.still

in the process of learning .how best to do it. But, answers which say that

the task is harder, or'that we have been at it a much shorter time, serve

4
to divert one's attention away from a very important factor - and that

i.that the process by which technical innovations become developed;

tested and subsequently utilized in one,arena is .so very different from,

the process which we have become accustOmed to following in the'other.

Following different processes, one can anticipate diffexent outcomes.

The term innovation, as it is used in-the fields of engineering,

agriculture or in medical technology,-refers to the sequence'of-steps

by WhiCh knowledge and technique become transformed and combined into-.
,

an actión-sequence capable of generating effects deemed to be of'Utility

to people. It is a procedural sequence which iCself has undergone

development,,testing, and tefinemenCover A lengthy period of time. It

has become widely used-,becaUge of its capability for: generating ouecomes

which peopleineed and want,:and-to produce those effects with higher

probability of success,,leas waste of res6Urees and:fewer chances of error,

than alternative strategies.whidh might be pursued ihstead.

There are a variety of Ways in,whiCh the complex innovation process

can be represented. A short-hand' way of explicating the process is>,

represented in the accomp4tying figure, which endeavors to lay out in

5
8
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'a

seqUential order the'functions which need to bp performed.in Order to

Pursue the process. Each Step in the-process can, of course, be broken,
,

down,into\finer incremental steps,'and a detailed representation of the
, c

process would proceed to do so. However, the figure is intended to provide

the major phases which are entailed, whether one is conCerned with the

design and development of an innovattkie device, a product, a program of /

acop, or an'entire orgnaizion or system. Included in the figure are

dedisional.stagess indicating that the principal purpose of each_funciion

is to provide the necessary'informational.base in'order,to-permit one

to determine whether to proceed, and upon which to base the activitie of

the following step. The activities which go on at each step of the way ate

governed by the decisions which need to be made, and these deFisions in

turn define the anformaiion which is required, and hence the information

which must be generated: By adherence ito such_a tequence,

technical innpvation'becomes the product of a deliberate and controlled'

process.
.

CritiCal to the process is a sharp separatisn between theibusiness of
. ,

program (or product) design and testing on the one hand, and the Oferation
f L

- .
.

21
of that program or-service in the world-of-use on the other.

Research and development is a high-risk vent4re, the risk being tqat

considerable resources will come to be expended only to have the enterprise

fail - a device, a process, or a program which emerges has a comparatively

hig obabtlity of proving only-minimally effective, excessively costly,

impractical of implementatton, unacceptable to users, an"d the like.'

It constitutes a gamble, one which few ongoing servite programs cap afford

to pursue. Few operating.agencies have adequate resources al they art to

implement their Missions; it can be argued that it is poor management to

allocate already insufficient resources'to commit to high risk ventures.
'
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Moreover, it is poor policy to proceed
to_install and operate a

,

.

.service program prior to one's knowledge as to its costsland,capabilities,

\since once it becomes frozen in
mortar- and,stone,- onCe people are:hired

and, jobs are,at stake, onCe p6rsonal and.procedural commitments
become madec it will prove'to be very difficult and cdStly fo et i
out again, regardless

what

of the -eedback information one generates concerning
it is that it can.and cannot de.

In addition, _the problem'of tryirig to operate and test, so that one
'can text-Ise and ielgSt, an ongoing service

progravt or'system is a bit like
,

.4-

--:-

111

trying to effect the redesign of a loComotive while it is steaming across
'the countryside. Ongoing human service systems are necessarily in a-

<

constant spate o,f flux,
responding as they must to changes in community

conditiprM, client ow, personnel turnpver, and he like, and this
intro,t1s modificatio s in program and

procedure above and beyond those
dict4ted by design d development needs'.

4

Productive products and services cannot be
expected.withoyt careful

attention to the design and testing phase. Because of the many things which
must be done in order to ensure that maxipal yield had bee,evtracted
prior to a decision

concerning its costs and effects, it prove's to be
a multi-year undertaking,

and correspondingly
regairesylti-year fundi4

Withoutadequate and continuing sUpport there is too much likelihood o
,

;or
failure.: it certainly cannot be sustain4..2,11,0e'basis of the feas'-and-...

famine process of
.year-to-year individual grults.

Although tests of many sorts take place at' many junctures fhroughou
the entire kocess, the'critical sets of tests in reg.aE4 to the product

-or prOgram are tied to the process of design, not to t e operatiQl
phase. This is because

maximal flexibility with 'respect to redesign is

1 0



necessary. The testing rof components.an procedures may signal the

need for changes, and changes maybe ind cated whflh require rapid and

sometimes profound-alterations in the materials which are used, the
4 ,

ordefin which procedures are followed, and the like. Operating ser ices
0 .

cannot function effectively under con ions of day-to7day chan

when program changes become introduced.they must be,carefully deilneated _

an planned and earn the endorsement of participants.--lhus,'an ,operational

,

ce system inevitably responds to the necevity for change,much mpre

.slOwly. To tie testing procedures to the o erational phase ag we'have

been Oing in the human services sector is to become enteshed in a network
.

, of compromises and accomodations to service delivrry needs, which wills-
..4

invariably combine tO defeat one's purposes.

-

,

. .

The capabilitiesnecess ry for effective reSearch and development

are very different'.!from thcite required:to 'manage and implement the product-gr ..i:;' :..-. . -

.

or progiamsOnce they have been developed. dust 'as the.personWho drives\
.

an automobile does not require the same capabilities as the automotive

N.,/ engineer who designs and builds the vehicle, the knowledge and skill
..

4' 1

required for the effective delivery of seryicevto clients in need, and :..
.

I,
. -

.

the management and operation of those services ip an ongoing agqpcy, are

of a very differeni caibre-than
those required ftor research and design.

1 .

'-vir
1 Characteristic rirl, in their.traihing and back nd their interest\

and preferences; andt hence their techniAl capahil ties, the two types
4

of people diffef. In research and development one needs access to design

and evaluation technology, which is a body of documented information and

skills, residing id specially trained personne4whose principal comditment

is to Carry out.such development programs. Research and development

41,3
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cennOt be effectively carried out oh a part-
AI,.

100

10

basis by personnel whose

NN primary training and commitment is to opera a system, administering

V

,

and aanaging it; and,engeged in the,dellVtry of direct service.- The
.

captain of a shipit not asked to be its architect end builder, although

he.can and often does contribute-to the prbcess.

thus, part of the decision to proceed with a research_and

.e

, _7;
de pment'phase involVes an appraisal of ane s capabilities fOr execut ing

' the R&D 'these. Characteristically, one needs an appropriate combination

f facilities, ,sustained fultding, and personnel to carry out an effective
.

4

R&D effort, and the ability to expend a fair aMount of money with no
. .

fr

neceisary guarantee of sUccess. The neCessary skills which need to be

coalesced result-in multi-professional teams. /1& a result, in fields-

tuch as agriculture, in medicine, or in engineering, only, s small pro- .

0.ipOrtio4 oi ihstallations havesthe capabilities to engage in'res rch and
t 4)

development. The-typical farMiil directed toward the p.p4.1z.tion of foodi

,

and( fibres, he-typical industry toward goods and services, the typical

medical cility toward the delivery of health care. Hi-risk, hi-cost
_

.,

R&D activity,goes on
Nin only-a small-proportion of ihstallations (such,

.

as Agriculture Experiment Stations, research hospitals, or in.development,

laborabories in a few industries) where the necessary facilities, persohnel,

equipment and iesdivrces have been coifcentrated fdr that purpose.
.,

. .
.

.
. .., .

. Mahy More distinctiOns could be elaborated. Perhaps these are
4

sufficient to indicate that the process of huthan service prograb development.

,and evaluation haS proceeded very .differently. Why is unclear,although a'

social histories might explicate the reasons why such a diffArInt route

. has beeh followed'than has been the case with most other efforts at

innovatioh.

12,
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Development of hi-effect lo-cost human service programs is'something

which will not come about by chance; we must alter our manner 'of proceeding

and begin .to follOw deliberate planful procedures to ensure that our program

services move in the direction,of producing what is wanted. Complex human

service programs cannot be expected to successfully emerge if we continue

to evolve them in haphazard fashion,without adequate attention to their

initial design. We must acquire the practise of conducting careful
N,

feasibIlity studies before we elect to proAeed; we must organize ourse_,

so as to carry out effective'R&D projects -before we install services and

begin to process clifit-g. We must discontinue our practise of installing

a program first, and then mounting anevaluation effort to see whether

what has been built proves to have any merit. Finally, efficient

development of innovative programs is more likely to occur when resources

are marshaLled and directed toward thange within a well-organized and

concentrated.effort. One buys more development for a dollar when development

is appropriately concentrated, than one can get when development effortt,

are engaged on a piece-meal basis and extended over a very lOng period

of time.

Thus, continued pursuit of contemporary procedures of program eval-

uation will not only prove to be excessively costly in the long-run, but are

also unlikely to produce operational services and systems with the

efficiency and economy which are sought. A shift of the field of human

-,services program development Should be made toward an R&D strategy instead.
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Innovative generic design with prospects
of success sufficient to warrant invest-
ment in feasibility study

A report justifying allocation of facilities,
equipment, personnel and funds to a multi-yr.
R&D project

Evidencs%ebat program is capable of producing
effects41n reliable fashion,,within acceptable
cost-parameteis, in accordance with eth1Vh,
legal, etc. constraints7'

Program vi.rsion capable of being adapted,
..=1 installed, together with all the means re-

quired for its effective utilization
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10 + yrs.

Retirement

Information display capable of providing
. potential users' with necessary information

to deci'delle.ther to adopt and install
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-.hted and monitored, and with appropriate
ftpeeaures fot its maintenance and periodic

. kl 4.1pg,

Costs-and:effects of program no longer cm-
--; petitivd Wi.th newer generic designs - re-

plac.ment.,warranted

Figure. The innovation process as characteristically pursued in'the
majority of applied contexts. .The place of Research and Development
in the process is represented in the context of a Program life-
cycle, arrayed along a time-line.
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